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A phononic interface between a superconducting quantum
processor and quantum networked spin memories
Tomáš Neuman 1,7, Matt Eichenfield 2,7, Matthew E. Trusheim 1,3,4,7, Lisa Hackett2, Prineha Narang 1✉ and Dirk Englund 3,5,6✉

We introduce a method for high-fidelity quantum state transduction between a superconducting microwave qubit and the ground
state spin system of a solid-state artificial atom, mediated via an acoustic bus connected by piezoelectric transducers. Applied to
present-day experimental parameters for superconducting circuit qubits and diamond silicon-vacancy centers in an optimized
phononic cavity, we estimate quantum state transduction with fidelity exceeding 99% at a MHz-scale bandwidth. By combining the
complementary strengths of superconducting circuit quantum computing and artificial atoms, the hybrid architecture provides
high-fidelity qubit gates with long-lived quantum memory, high-fidelity measurement, large qubit number, reconfigurable qubit
connectivity, and high-fidelity state and gate teleportation through optical quantum networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Hybrid quantum systems have the potential to optimally combine
the unique advantages of disparate physical qubits. In particular,
while superconducting (SC) circuits have high-fidelity and high-
speed initialization and logic gates1–8, challenges remain in
improving qubit (i) coherence times, (ii) long-range connectivity,
(iii) qubit number, and (iv) readout fidelity. A hybrid system may
satisfy these challenges by delegating different tasks to constitu-
ent physical platforms. Here, we propose an approach to enable
such scalable solid-state quantum computing platforms, based
fundamentally on a mechanism for high-fidelity qubit transduc-
tion between an SC circuit and a solid-state artificial atom (AA).
Mediating this transduction is an acoustic bus9–12 that couples to
the SC qubit and an AA electron spin via a combination of
piezoelectric transduction and strong spin-strain coupling. Applied
to present-day experimental parameters for SC flux qubits and
silicon-vacancy (SiV−) centers in diamond, we estimate quantum
state transfer with fidelity exceeding 99% at a MHz-scale
bandwidth. Hyperfine coupling to local 13C nuclear-spin qubits
enables coherence times exceeding a minute13, while excited
orbital states enable long-distance state transfer across quantum
networks by optically heralded entanglement. Moreover, the
scheme is extensible to large numbers of spin qubits with
deterministic addressability, potentially enabling integration of
large-scale quantum memory. Noting that SiV− single-shot optical
readout fidelity has been experimentally demonstrated to exceed
99.9%14, this approach thus successfully addresses challenges (i-
iv). By combining the complementary strengths of SC circuit
quantum computing and artificial atoms, this hybrid SC-AA
architecture has the essential elements for extensible quantum
information processors: a high-fidelity quantum processing unit
(QPU), a bus to scalable quantum memory, and a high-fidelity
connection long-range optical quantum networks.
Our approach, schematically depicted in Fig. 1, combines four

quantum interfaces [QIs, marked as QI1–QI4 in Fig. 1a] between
physical modalities: a microwave photon-to-phonon interface,

coupling of a phonon to an AA electron spin, coupling of the
electron spin to a nuclear spin, and finally coupling of the electron
spin to the optical photon. Previous work has investigated these
quantum interfaces separately, including the piezoelectric trans-
duction from the microwave circuit to the phonon12,15–21, spin-
strain coupling in solid-state quantum emitters10,11,22–28, hyperfine
interactions of electron spins with nearby nuclei13,29–33, and spin-
dependent optical transitions34–37. The last mentioned, optical
response of AAs conditioned on the electron spin state, can be
used to generate heralded entanglement14,38,39 and thus allow for
networking (e.g., connecting the device to the quantum internet)
via quantum-state teleportation. As compared to optomechani-
cal40–42 and electro-optical43 transduction schemes, quantum
teleportation circumvents the direct conversion of quantum states
into photons and thus minimizes the infidelity associated with
undetected (unheralded) photon loss. Recent experiments have
demonstrated the strain-mediated driving of an AA electron spin
ground state with a classical phonon field44,45. Using the strain-
spin coupling rates measured in those experiments to inform a
theoretical model, and introducing a phononic cavity design that
achieves the strong coupling regime between a single phonon
and an AA spin, we estimate that quantum state transduction is
possible with near-unity fidelity, as shown below.
The article is structured as follows. We first develop a general

model for phonon-to-spin transduction using a quantum master-
equation approach, which we complete by experimentally
informed model parameters. After that, we introduce designs for
mechanical cavities that achieve strong phonon-spin coupling and
efficient quantum state transfer through a combination of high
zero-point strain amplitude at AA sites and high expected
mechanical quality factors. Based on this we numerically evaluate
the master equation describing SC-electron spin transfer and
demonstrate a state transfer infidelity below ~1%, and even below
0.1% (sufficient for fault tolerance threshold) using more spec-
ulative techniques. Finally, we elaborate using the AA’s optical
transitions to realize optical interconnects and – by heralded
entanglement to other networked quantum memories – to enable
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on-demand, long-range state and gate teleportation with near-
unity fidelity.

RESULTS
Theoretical model of the quantum-state transduction
To estimate the state-transfer fidelity we theoretically model the
quantum state transfer from the SC qubit to the electron-spin
qubit using the quantum-master-equation approach. As in Fig. 1,
the SC qubit is directly coupled to a discrete mechanical mode of
a phononic cavity via a tunable electromechanical transducer. In
Supplementary Note 1 we describe an alternative coupling
scheme in which the interaction between the SC qubit and the
mechanical mode of the cavity is mediated by guided modes of a
microwave21 or phononic waveguide12,46. These guided modes
mediate the state transfer between the SC qubit and the discrete
phononic mode. The couplings to and out of the waveguide are
time-modulated to release ("pitch”) and later catch a wavepacket
of propagating waveguide modes. Finally, the strain of the
mechanical mode interacts with spin levels of the electronic fine-
structure states of a diamond AA. By controlling this coupling, the
quantum state is transduced to the spin state of the AA electron.
We start our theoretical description from the Hamiltonian

schematically depicted in Fig. 1a:

Hsc�e ¼ _ωscσ
y
scσsc þ _ωpb

ybþ _ωeσ
y
eσe

þ _gsc�pðtÞðσscb
y þ σy

scbÞ
þ _gp�eðtÞðσeb

y þ σy
ebÞ:

(1)

Here σsc (σy
sc) is the superconducting qubit two-level lowering

(raising) operator, σe (σye) is the electron spin lowering (raising)
operator, and b (b†) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the
phonon. The frequencies ωsc, ωp, and ωe correspond to the SC,
phonon, and electron-spin excitation, respectively. The SC couples
to the phonon mode via the coupling rate gsc−p, and the phonon
couples to the electron spin via gp−e. The operators σsc (σy

sc)
describe the SC system in a two-level approximation and can be
identified with the annihilation (creation) operators of the qubit

flux appearing in the circuit cavity-QED description of the
device47,48. Throughout the paper we assume that all effective
couplings in the system are resonant and thus ωsc= ωp=ωe.
We consider system losses by adding into the Liouville equation

of motion for the density matrix ρ the Lindblad superoperators
γciLci ðρÞ:
d
dt

ρ ¼ 1
i_
½Hsc�e; ρ� þ

X
i

γciLci ðρÞ; (2)

where

γciLci ðρÞ ¼
γci
2

2ciρc
y
i � fcyi ci ; ρg

� �
; (3)

with ci 2 fσsc; b; σ
y
eσeg, and γci 2 fγsc; γp; γeg representing the

decay (decoherence) rates of the respective excitations. We note
that the Lindblad superoperators LσscðρÞ and LbðρÞ describe the
T1 processes including the qubit decay, whereas L

σyeσe
ðρÞ

describes pure dephasing of the electron spin (a T2 process)
considering the long-lived character of the spin excitation. We do
not include pure dephasing (T2) processes of the SC qubit and the
mechanical mode, but consider rates of the T1 processes
corresponding to the experimentally achievable T2 times (since
T1 ~ T2 for phonons and SC qubits). We do not include thermal
occupation of modes as we consider the system to be cooled to
~mK temperatures. While we assume that the system is in thermal
equilibrium with the dilution refrigerator bath, it has been
observed in certain systems that non-equilibrium excitations can
occur49,50–perhaps from stray infrared photons. For simplicity, we
ignore these non-equilibrium excitations but note that they could
potentially complicate the dynamics if they cannot be eliminated.
For high-fidelity state transfer without coherent reflections, it is

necessary to switch the magnitude of the Jaynes-Cummings
couplings gp−e and gsc−p in a sequence that allows for step-wise
transfer of the quantum state to the mechanical mode and finally
to the electron spin. To that end, we first switch on the coupling
gsc−p between the SC qubit and the mechanical mode while
turning off the phonon-electron-spin coupling gp−e. After
completing the state transfer to the mechanical mode, we switch
off gsc−p and apply a state-transfer pulse ge−p completing the
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Fig. 1 Quantum memory (QM) and interconnect architecture. a An SC quantum processing unit (QPU) is connected via piezoelectric
`quantum interface 1' (QI1) to a phononic BUS. The phonon couples to electronic spin-orbit states of an AA, forming quantum interface 2
(QI2). The AA’s fine-structure states can further couple to nuclear-spin to realize a QM via quantum interface 3 (QI3) or they connect to
photons in quantum interface 4 (QI4), which finally connects to the quantum internet (blue dots: photonic interconnects). b A physical
realization of the scheme outlined in a. A superconducting qubit is connected via a phononic or microwave multiplexer (mux) to a series of
phononic or microwave waveguides that are each interfaced with a mechanical cavity hosting one or many AAs whose electronic fine-
structure (spin-orbit) states serve as qubits. The spin-orbit states of each AA interacts with the spin states of a nearby 13C nucleus via the
hyperfine interaction, providing ancillae qubits with long coherence times. The AA optical transitions provide an optical interface to quantum
networks, for example by multiple attempts of photon-based electron spin entanglement to provide an on-demand entanglement resource.
Underlying these capabilities is a transduction scheme that exploits: tunable electro-mechanical (E-M) coupling between the SC qubit and the
mechanical mode, tunable spin-strain coupling between the mechanical mode and the electron spin, optical addressing of the electron spin,
and hyperfine coupling to connect the electron spin to the nuclear QM.
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procedure. Each of the pulses represents a SWAP gate (up to a
local phase), so the state-transfer protocol can be inverted by
interchanging the pulse order. In particular, we assume that each
coupling has a smooth time dependence given by

gsc-pðtÞ ¼ gscp sechð2gscp½t � τscp�Þ (4)

gp-eðtÞ ¼ gpe sechð2gpe½t � τpe�Þ; (5)

where gscp, gpe are time-independent amplitudes and τscp, τpe are
time delays of the respective pulses. We choose the smoothly
varying pulses over rectangular pulses to account for the
bandwidth-limitation of experimentally achievable time-
dependent couplings. In our simulations we adjust Δτsc-p-e= τpe−
τscp to optimize the state-transfer fidelity F defined as:

F ¼ Tr
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρi

p
ρf

ffiffiffiffi
ρi

pq� �����
����; (6)

where ρi (ρf) is the density matrix of the initial state of the SC qubit
(final state stored in the electron spin). Due to the finite simulation
time we further approximate the ideal infinite time spread of the
applied pulses and apply the pulses at a sufficient delay after the
start of the simulation.

Physical transducer parameterization
The values of the coupling and loss parameters govern the system
performance. Coupling rates between a microwave (MW) reso-
nator and a phononic cavity21 up to ~100 MHz have been
predicted in an MW-cavity resonantly coupled to a discrete
phononic mode via a piezoelectric coupler. Optimizing the
coupling requires matching the MW line impedance with the
phonon waveguide impedance51. For tunable coupling between
the SC qubit and the mechanical mode of the cavity, the MW
resonator can be substituted by the SC qubit itself as in a recent
experimental demonstration12. Using an additional Josephson
junction with externally controllable flux as a tunable microwave
switch mated12,52–54 to the piezoelectric coupler additionally
enables controllable time-varying coupling between the SC qubit
and the phonon. Based on recent experiments12,55,56, we assume
that the coupling between the SC qubit and the mechanical mode
can reach up to gscp/(2π)= 10 MHz. We conservatively assume SC
qubit coherence times on the order of microseconds (γsc/(2π)=
10 kHz), while best-case SC coherence times approach
milliseconds8.
We consider that the spin qubit is formed by the two low-

energy fine-structure states of the SiV− as described in
Supplementary Note 2 These two states have distinct orbital
and spin character which impedes direct coupling of the spin-
qubit transition to either strain or magnetic fields. Generally, a
combination of applied strain and magnetic field is thus necessary
to address the SiV− spin qubit. We thus control the spin-strain
coupling via locally applied time-dependent magnetic fields to
realize the effective controllable Jaynes-Cummings interaction
introduced in Eq. (5). Several strategies have been devised to
engineer the effective spin-strain coupling27,57 that generally rely
on the application of externally controllable time-dependent
magnetic fields and pulsed optical drives as we detail in
Supplementary Note 2. All of these approaches are perturbative
in character and the maximum achievable value of the resulting
effective spin-strain coupling gpe is therefore decreased with
respect to the bare strain coupling measured for fine-structure
spin-allowed transitions gorb to gpe ≈ 0.1gorb. The spin-strain
interaction of group-IV quantum emitters in diamond has been
measured at 1 PHz/strain57. We estimate that for an efficient state
transfer between the mechanical mode and the electron-spin
states, the spin-mechanical coupling gorb would need to reach a
value of approximately gorb/(2π) ≈ 10 MHz (leading to the effective
phonon-electron-spin gpe/(2π) ≈ 1 MHz). To that end, a mechanical

resonance with zero-point strain of ~10−9− 10−8 and a high
quality factor is needed. We now design (opto-)mechanical
cavities that fulfill both of these requirements.

Realization of cavity for strong phonon-spin coupling
This section introduces a mechanical cavity that allows fast and
efficient phonon-mediated quantum-state transduction to and
from the electron spin. We model the cavities through a series of
finite-element numerical simulations58,59 (performed using COM-
SOL Multiphysics60) of the mechanical resonance within the
continuum description of elasticity. These simulations use
adiabatic absorbing layers at the boundaries61. We obtain the
optical response of the diamond cavity from a solution of
Maxwell’s equations in the materials described via their linear-
response dielectric function.
We describe two architectures of high-Q mechanical cavities

whose zero-point strain field gives rise to the phonon-spin strong
coupling required in the transduction scheme. (i) The first design
is a silicon cavity with a thin (100 nm) layer of diamond
heterogeneously integrated to the silicon substrate [shown in
Fig. 2]. This takes advantage of mature design and fabrication of
silicon nanophononics58,62,63, exceptionally small decoherence
rates of microwave frequency phonons in suspended single-
crystal silicon64, and new techniques in heterogeneous integration
of diamond nanoscale membranes65,66. (ii) The second design is
an all-diamond optomechanical cavity that at the same time
supports an optical and phononic mode for mechanical and
optical addressing of the electron spin [shown in Fig. 3]. As
depicted in Fig. 2a, the silicon cavity is embedded in a phononic
crystal to minimize the cavity loss; it is also weakly coupled to a
phononic waveguide that mediates the interaction of the cavity
with the SC circuit. Simultaneous acoustic and microwave
electrical impedance matching has been demonstrated51,67 to
such wavelength-scale structures using thin piezoelectric films,
enabling coupling into the waveguide from the superconducting
system with low insertion loss. The cavity is separated from the
waveguide by a series of barrier holes to allow tuning the coupling
rate between the discrete cavity mode and the guided phonons.
Figure 2b details this cavity. The silicon platform forming the base
of the cavity is covered with a thin layer (100 nm) of diamond
hosting the defects.
To analyze the cavity mechanical properties, we calculate the

distribution of the elastic energy density of a mechanical mode of
the cavity resonant at ωp/(2π)= 2.0 GHz. The energy density is
concentrated in the thin constriction formed by the diamond layer
for efficient phonon-spin coupling. Figure 2d shows the calculated
bare phonon-spin coupling gorb= (ϵxx− ϵyy)d corresponding to
the strain field in the ground state of the resonator–the zero-point
strain. Here d ≈ 1 PHz/strain is the strain susceptibility of the defect
electron spin, and ϵxx (ϵyy) are the components of the zero-point
strain expressed in the coordinate system of the defect (see
Supplementary Note 3). As we show in Fig. 2d, gorb/(2π) reaches
up to 5.4 MHz and we thus estimate the effective coupling gpe/
(2π) ≈ 0.5 MHz. An equally important figure of merit characterizing
the cavity performance is the cavity coupling to the waveguide
modes. The distribution of the mechanical energy flux in the
cavity in Fig. 2e shows that the cavity mode interacts with the
waveguide modes, introducing a decay rate κp of the cavity mode.
Figure 2f plots κp as a function of the number of barrier holes on a
logarithmic scale. Thus, κp decreases exponentially with the
number of separating barrier holes from almost ~107 Hz to
~1 Hz for seven holes. For larger number of holes, the cavity
lifetime becomes practically limited by the intrinsic material
properties of silicon and diamond and could be as low as
~0.1 Hz64 assuming no additional loss due to the introduction of
the diamond nanomembrane.
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Figure 3 shows the all-diamond optomechanical cavity, which
consists of a diamond beam with an array of elliptical holes of
varying sizes. The hole array simultaneously produces a phononic
and photonic cavity that concentrates both the mechanical strain
of the phononic mode and the optical electric field of the
electromagnetic mode on the AA in the cavity center. The
distribution of the elastic energy density of a phononic mode of
frequency ωp/(2π)= 17.2 GHz shown in Fig. 3a reveals that the
mechanical energy is dominantly concentrated around the center
of the beam. Using the calculated values of zero-point strain of
this mode we calculate the achievable bare coupling strength gorb
and show the result in Fig. 3b. The maximal achievable effective
phonon-spin qubit coupling in the diamond cavity thus reaches
up to gpe/(2π) ≈ 0.1gorb/(2π)= 2.4 MHz. This diamond cavity
furthermore offers the possibility to increase the efficiency of
optical addressing of the diamond AAs by concentrating light of a
vacuum wavelength λopt= 732 nm into an optical mode that is
spatially overlapping with the cavity mechanical mode. The high
calculated optical quality factor Qopt= 106 can be used to increase
the efficiency of optical addressing of the diamond AA.
In summary, we have designed (opto)mechanical cavities that

sustain mechanical modes whose zero-point strain fluctuations
enable strong coupling between an AA spin and a single quantum
of mechanical motion. The feasibility of such devices marks an
important practical step towards transducers relying on spin-strain
interactions. Having established the achievable values of cou-
plings and decay rates governing the dynamics of the system, we
now proceed to analyze the numerical results of our quantum-sate
transduction protocol.

Numerical analysis of SC-emitter quantum state transfer
Mechanical resonators of high-quality factors exceeding Q ~ 107

have been demonstrated experimentally64. The limiting time-scale
for high-fidelity state transfer is therefore the decoherence of the
SC and electron spin qubits, so it is necessary to transfer the SC
population rapidly into the phononic mode. The long-lived
phonon then allows transduction into the AA electron spin levels
of the emitter, where the qubit can be addressed optically, or is
further transferred to the quantum memory - the nuclear spin13,33.
We numerically evaluate the master equation, and show the
results of the time evolution of such a system in Fig. 4a. In our
simulation we consider gscp/(2π)= 10 MHz, gpe/(2π)= 1 MHz, γsc/
(2π)= 1.66 × 10−5 GHz7,8, γp/(2π)= 10−7 GHz, γe/(2π)= 10−5 GHz.
The SC qubit is initialized in the excited state while the rest of the
system is considered to be in the ground state. We let the system
evolve in time and apply the series of control pulses [Eqs. (4) and
(5) shown in Fig. 4b as a blue line and a red dashed line,
respectively] to transfer the initial population of the SC qubit (full
blue line) sequentially to the phonon (red dashed line), and the
electron spin (black dash-dotted line), as shown in Fig. 4a.
To further analyze the transduction we calculate the state-

transfer fidelity F defined in Eq. (6) as a function of the phonon-
spin coupling gpe and the electron-spin dephasing rate γe. We vary
gpe/(2π) in the range from 100 kHz, representing a conservative
estimate of the phonon-spin coupling rate, to 10 MHz which
exceeds the value we estimate for the silicon phononic cavity by
an order of magnitude. The role of the electron-spin coherence on
the overall state-transfer fidelity [together with the infidelity
log ð1� FÞ] is shown in Fig. 4c [Fig. 4d] assuming γp/(2π)= 10−7

GHz, i.e., we consider a high-quality resonance of the phononic

Fig. 2 Silicon phononic cavity. a A mechanical resonator embedded in a phononic crystal is separated from a phononic waveguide by a
number of barrier holes. It is capped by a thin diamond layer placed over the silicon layer. b A close-up of one quarter of the silicon-diamond
structure with dimensions a= 800 nm, h= 0.94a, and w= 0.2a. The silicon (diamond) layer thickness is tSi= 250 nm (tD= 100 nm). The width
of the thin rectangular diamond interconnects is wD= 70 nm. c The elastic energy density of the cavity mode is concentrated in the thin
constriction of the diamond layer. The geometry of the cavity is artificially distorted along the coordinate of the mechanical mode. d The
coupling rate between the mechanical mode and the electron spin calculated as gorb ≈ (ϵxx− ϵyy)d, with d ≈ 1 PHz/strain being the strain
susceptibility of SiV− defect. e The mechanical energy flux of the combined eigenmode of the mechanical cavity and the waveguide.
f Mechanical damping κp of the phononic cavity as a function of the number of barrier holes separating it from the phononic waveguide.
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cavity, and in Fig. 4e [Fig. 4f] for a bad phononic cavity using γp/
(2π)= 10−4 GHz. We consider γe/(2π)= 10−4 GHz as a conservative
upper bound of the electron-spin decoherence rate. However,
progress in quantum technology indicates that the lower value
considered in our calculations, γe/(2π)= 10−6 GHz, can be
achieved in state-of-the-art systems57. Our calculation shows that
for high transfer fidelity (infidelity of less than ~1%) high-quality
phononic cavity is required and the electron-spin decoherence
rate should not exceed γe/(2π) ≈ 10−5 GHz, well within the
experimentally accessible range. This indicates that electro-
mechanical state transfer is potentially achievable in present
systems. The calculations of the state-transfer fidelity (infidelity)
assuming a bad phononic cavity in Fig. 4e [Fig. 4f] demonstrate
the importance of high phonon-spin coupling rate to optimize the
state-transfer fidelity.

Quantum interfacing
The AA electron-spin qubit serves as the network bus, mediating
coupling to not just phonons as well as photons and nuclear spins.
In particular, the spin-dependent optical transitions enable
photon-mediated coupling of the quantum device to, for example,
distant quantum memories in a quantum network, as illustrated in
Fig. 1a. One approach would be to perform spin-to-photon
conversion by optically addressing the electron spin after the SC
qubit has been transduced to it. This could be performed via a
variety of spin-photon interfacing procedures, including direct
optical excitation of the quantum emitter68, or a spin-photon

controlled-phase gate mediated by a cavity mode. However, the
fidelity of this approach is intrinsically limited by the achievable
emitter-cavity cooperativity and the detuning between spin states.
In particular, current experiments have demonstrated entangle-
ment fidelities of 0.94 and heralding efficiencies of 0.4514. The
photon loss associated with this direct spin-to-photon transduc-
tion also destroys the quantum state that was to be transported.
An alternative approach transmits the superconducting qubit

with near-unity efficiency and fidelity, using deterministic state
teleportation to a distant target qubit in a quantum network. In
this approach, a 13C nuclear spin, hyperfine coupled to the SiV
electron spin, is entangled with the quantum network target qubit
by repeat-until-success optical heralding14,34,38,39. The SC qubit is
then transduced into the SiV electron spin system by the
procedure described above. Finally, a Bell-state measurement of

Fig. 4 State transfer from the SC qubit to the electron spin. The
system begins in the excited state of the SC qubit, then evolves
according to the master equation Eq. (2). The time-dependent
populations of the SC qubit (full blue), the cavity phonon (red
dashed), and the electron spin qubit (black dash-dotted) are plotted
as a function of time in a. After initializing the system, we apply the
series of pulses shown in b, as described in the text, and let the
system evolve until the state is transferred to the electron spin.
c, e The state-transfer fidelity F , and d, f log ð1� FÞ. Both F , and
log ð1� FÞ are calculated as a function of the phonon-electron-spin
coupling gpe and the electron-spin dephasing rate γe. We maximize
F for each pair of parameters [γe, gpe] by adjusting the delays
between the respective pulses applied to drive the system
dynamics. We consider (c, d) γp/(2π)= 10−7 GHz (corresponding to
the mechanical quality factor Q ~ 107) and (e, f) γp/(2π)= 10−4 GHz in
the calculations.

Fig. 3 Diamond optomechanical cavity. a Distribution of elastic
energy density of a mode of the diamond cavity resonant at ωp/(2π)
= 2 GHz. The cavity geometry is artificially distorted along the
coordinate of the mechanical mode for emphasis. The energy
density is concentrated in the central part of the cavity. b Calculated
coupling rate gorb in the phononic cavity. c Normalized amplitude of
the optical electric field at vacuum wavelength λopt= 732 nm of an
optical mode of the diamond cavity of an optical quality factor
Qopt ≈ 10

6. The electric field is concentrated around the center of the
cavity and thus overlaps with the regions providing high values of
gorb. Scale bars: (a) 350 nm, (b) 350 nm (top), and 500 nm (bottom).
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the nuclear and electron spins followed by a feed-forward single-
qubit gate completes the teleportation of the nuclear spin qubit to
the quantum network target. This scheme never transduces the SC
qubit to the optical domain and thus avoids photon transmission
losses. Instead, electron-nuclear spin gates can be used to teleport
the qubit across a quantum network. This second approach can
achieve near-unity state-transfer fidelity and efficiency provided
that entangled qubit pairs shared between nodes of the quantum
network can be prepared on demand. This preparation of on-
demand entanglement has been recently realized for diamond NV
centers38 with spin-spin teleportation fidelities reaching up to
0.8438,69. Ongoing experimental and theoretical advances promise
to enable near-unity teleportation fidelity, including through
environmentally insensitive quantum emitters (such as the SiV
considered in this work) and entanglement schemes to improve
noise and error resilience.
The hyperfine interactions of the electron spin with nearby

spins of nuclear isotopes is often an unwanted source of electron-
spin decoherence hindering the ability to maintain and control
the electron-spin qubits over long time scales. Dynamical
decoupling techniques29,70 have been applied to mitigate this
decoherence and reach ~1ms to ~10ms coherence times in SiV
systems68,71,72. However, recent theoretical and experimental work
shows that the nuclear spins can be used as a resource as their
quantum state can be selectively addressed and controlled via the
quantum state of the electron spin itself13,31,32 with high fidelity.
Combined with the extraordinarily long (exceeding ~1 s) coher-
ence times of these nuclear spins, it has been proposed that the
nuclear-spin bath could serve as a quantum register13,31,33 and
could store quantum states and thus serve as a QM. In
Supplementary Note 4 we describe how the protocol developed
in13 can implement a quantum SWAP gate allowing for state
transfer from the electron-spin qubit to a single nuclear spin of a
nearby 13C atom. Assuming electron-spin pure dephasing of γe/
(2π)= 10 kHz, nuclear-spin pure dephasing of γn/(2π)= 1 Hz, a
moderate electron-spin hyperfine coupling A∥= 500 kHz, and a
conservative value of an external microwave drive Rabi frequency
Ωmw/(2π) ≈ 3.9 kHz, we estimate that the state-transfer fidelity F en
of this process could reach F en � 0:9975.
The compactness of this diamond QM further opens up the

possibility to scale the system. Using a mechanical or microwave
switching network, each SC qubit could be selectively coupled to a
large number of mechanical cavities depending on the experi-
mental architecture. As each additional coupled cavity introduces
a decay channel, low-loss high-isolation switching is required. As
an example, we consider a pitch-and-catch scheme could
[Supplementary Note 1 wherein the quantum state is launched
into a mechanical waveguide with controllable coupling to many
phononic resonators. For high fidelity state transfer F > 0:99, the
total insertion loss of all switches must remain below 0.04 dB,
which may prove experimentally challenging. Considering experi-
mentally achievable AA densities, we estimate that about 10 AAs
could be individually addressed within the mechanical mode
volume of ~107 nm3 of each waveguide. These can be individually
optically addressed due to their inhomogeneous optical and
microwave transition distribution73,74, induced by natural varia-
tions in local static strain within the diamond crystal.
Each color center enables high-fidelity coupling to ~10 nuclear

spins13. Allowing for, say, 10 parallel QM interconnects from the
QPU would thus provide a total QM capacity of about ~10 × 10 ×
10= kqubits. Introducing spatial multiplexing (e.g., using micro-
wave switches) would multiply the QM capacity further.
As we show in Supplementary Note 5, the proposed

architecture coupling a large number of electron-spin qubits to
a shared mechanical mode further opens the opportunity for
efficient phonon-mediated spin-entangling quantum
gates10,11,75,76. These gates enable preparation of highly entangled
many-spin states, such as the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ)

state, that can serve as resources for further quantum-state
manipulation. Specifically, an N-electron-spin GHZ state coupled
to the same phononic cavity could increase the phase sensitivity
to strain N-fold77. Thus, a GHZ state prepared in advance of the SC-
to-spin transduction would speed up the controlled-phase gates,
N times speedup for a N–spin GHZ state. Combined with local
gates acting on the spins and the phonon, a GHZ state could be
used to boost the speed and fidelity of the SWAP gate.

DISCUSSION
We introduced an architecture for high-bandwidth, high-fidelity
quantum state transduction between superconducting microwave
AA spin qubits at rates far exceeding intrinsic system decay and
decoherence. The resulting hybrid architecture combines the
favorable attributes of quantum memories with SC quantum
information processors, enabling a wide range of functionalities
currently unavailable to a stand-alone superconducting or spin-
based architectures.
Strong coupling of a single defect center spin to a high-quality

mechanical cavity, the key element of our proposal, remains to be
experimentally demonstrated. Nevertheless, our analysis shows
experimental feasibility of the proposal in state-of-the-art
mechanical systems. Further experimental challenges exist in the
demonstrations of controllable electro-mechanical and
mechanical-mechanical couplers that are necessary for the
cascaded state transfer. Rapid development of micro-mechanical
systems indicates that the above-mentioned experimental chal-
lenges can be solved in the foreseeable future.
Looking further ahead, reaching fault-tolerant quantum infor-

mation processing will likely require gate and measurement errors
below 0.1%. Fortunately, there appear to be several avenues to
speed up, and thus improve, the fidelity of quantum state transfer
between phonon to spin encoding. These include further strain
concentration (e.g., through thinner diamond patterning), identi-
fying different AAs with increased strain coupling, state distillation,
and the use of pre-prepared spin GHZ states—and to that end,
fast and reliable spin-entangling protocols must be developed
both theoretically and experimentally. Thus, a GHZ state prepared
in advance of the SC-to-spin transduction would speed up the
controlled-phase gates by N times for a N-spin GHZ state. The use
of a GHZ-spin state benefits only if its decoherence rate, which is N
times faster than the single-spin decoherence rate γe, is much
slower than the phonon decoherence rate, i.e., Nγe≫ γp. With
coherence times of color center spins already exceeding one
minute for the NV-diamond system and expected to be very long
also for group-IV vacancy centers at low enough temperature
where phonon-mediated dephasing between the ground state
orbitals is quenched, this regime may soon become accessible.
Then, combined with local gates acting on the spins and the
phonon, a GHZ state could significantly boost the speed and
fidelity of the SWAP gate.
To summarize our key results, the SC-AA hybrid architecture

combines the complementary strengths of SC circuit quantum
computing and artificial atoms, realizing the essential elements of
an extensible quantum information processing architecture. There
are, of course, components that need to be realized and
assembled into one system, which will diminish certain perfor-
mance metrics, at least near-term. Nonetheless, even our basic
performance considerations show that these different capabilities
– QPU, QM, bus, and quantum network port – should leverage
distinct physical modalities in a hybrid system, much like a
classical computing system.

METHODS
We solve the quantum master equation using a custom code implemented
in Matlab78 following ref. 79. The finite-element simulations have been
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performed using COMSOL Multiphysic60. The finite-element simulations
implement adiabatic absorbing layers as absorbing boundary conditions61.
The elastodynamics of the structure are obtained by solving the elastic
wave equation for the particle displacement of the material. The materials
were described in the continuum limit by their elastic properties.

DATA AVAILABILITY
Data are available upon reasonable request.
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